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STELLAR ASSOCIATIONS AND REGIONS OF STAR FORMATION 
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The genetic nature of the OB and T-Tau stars connection with stel
lar associations is at present beyond any doubt. They present the 
characteristic population of the latter. From this important observa
tional fact follows that all young objects connected with OB and T-Tau 
stars also originated in stellar associations, and hence, are genetical^ 
ly connected with them. 

In this paper the observational data on star forming regions are 
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discussed in the frame of this idea. 
It is shown that radio-observations of optical H I I regions, made 

in the CO-line (J = 1-0) and continuum (at 1400 MHz), are in agreement 
with the idea, that the connection between H II regions and molecular 
clouds is a genetic one. Taking into account that most HII regions are 
genetically connected with the OB-stars exciting them, it is concluded 
that there exists a genetic connection also between OB-stars and molec
ular clouds. Therefore, the absence of the associated CO-emission in 
someHII regions can be explained as a consequence of either observa
tional selection (low surface brightness) or the fact that the corre
sponding HII regions are excited by OB-stars that already left their 
"placental 1 1 molecular clouds (Mirzoyan and Ambarian, 1986). 

The radio-observations of the cosmic masers of H 2 0 and CO, as well 
as of the sources of infrared emission, which are the indicators of 
star forming regions, point out that all of them are located in molec
ular clouds and H I I regions. 

Some arguments are presented in favour of the close connection of 
such extremely young objects as cometary nebulae, fuors and Herbig-Haro 
objects with T-Tau stars. 

At last, the Trapezium type multiple systems which can be considered 
as important indicators of star formation, in their majority, are the 
members of stellar associations. Really, the majority of these dynamica_l 
ly instable young systems include the OB and T-Tau stars (Mirzoyan and 
Salukvadze, 1985). 

Thus, one can consider, that pfuicticalty aJUL known JicglonA o£ htax 
hoKmouUjon ate constituent pa/uU oi AteltaA a* AO elation*. 

In this connection, it should be added, that in the first studies 
of stellar associations, Ambartsumian (1950) has shown that each stel
lar association contains as a nuclei (centres of star formation) open 
star clusters and Trapezium type multiple systems. Now, existing ob
servational data give telling grounds to assume that each association 
can have usually several such nuclei as separate regions of star 
formation, the dispersion of ages of these subsystems being sometimes 
more than two orders of magnitude. As a result, stellar groups of dif
ferent generations can be observed in an association (Ambartsumian and 
Mirzoyan, 1985). 
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